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By KC Burn

Scott Taylor rolled out of his makeshift bed under his desk.  Taking a deep breath, he 

glanced at the clock on his frozen computer.  Five after nine.  Always five after nine.  He walked 

over to his whiteboard and stroked another day off.  Thirteen days, already.  Not a whisper of 

sound besides the sounds he made himself.

Heʼd cry -- again -- but no one heard.  Heʼd scream -- but that never changed anything.  

For the first few days, heʼd assumed heʼd had some sort of head injury, or was in a coma, or 

was undergoing some psychotic break.  He had no one to tell, no one to ask.  After two weeks 

of surviving in a world where time had stopped, two weeks of eating from the vending machine, 

sleeping under his desk and bathing late at night in the executive pool on the top floor... well, 

heʼd stopped caring about the why, and focused on how to endure.  

There were times where the silence, the nothingness, rang in his ears louder than a 

sonic boom.  

“Morning, Sally,” Scott called out as he hung up her fluffy down coat in her cubicle.  It 

made a beautiful pillow.  “I hope you had a good night.”  His own coat was serviceable, inexpen-

sive and warded off the cold, but it made piss-poor bedding.  His soft, cashmere scarf -- a beau-

tiful green indulgence – wasnʼt thick enough to serve as blankets or pillow.

Sally was an older woman, one of the executive assistants and as sweet to him as his 

own mom had been.  She sat in her chair, headset on and mouth open, fingers poised over one 

of the phone keys, the same position sheʼd been in for thirteen days.

He quickly returned all the other items heʼd borrowed.  Some days, he thought he would 

just keep them, but what if one day, they all unfroze?  What if time started to move forward 



again?  With each passing day, his hopes decreased, but if he was wrong, the last thing he 

wanted was to be caught filching peopleʼs stuff.  

A sleep mask wouldnʼt go amiss, if he found one to borrow, but the last of his cash had 

been left at the register of a nearby department store for fresh clothes.  Mostly he was glad the 

lights had been trapped in the on position, although it did make sleeping a bit difficult.  He could 

manipulate many physical objects directly but nothing with electricity. 

“Morning, Ken,” Scott said as he skirted around the man frozen mid-stride.  In the 

kitchen, Scott grabbed a donut from the vending machine.  Heʼd long since run out of change, 

but Sally held the keys for the vending machines on all six floors, and thankfully he knew where.  

He felt guilty but what choice did he have?  Heʼd either have to ʻborrowʼ from work or ʻborrowʼ 

from a restaurant within walking distance.  If he didnʼt want to starve, that was.  He tried not to 

think about what happened when all the pre-packaged food was gone.  

As he munched, he made his rounds.  Scott had made a point of memorizing everyoneʼs 

names, as he should have done long ago, and he tried to learn a little about each one from in-

formation discerned from careful observation of their cubes and offices.  Sometimes he used ID 

badges to match people in the halls or kitchen with their cubicles.

The first day he introduced himself to everyone – except Devlin Moreau.  Now he 

greeted each and every one like they were friends, asking them how they were doing.  Some-

times he pretending they asked a question back, which he responded to, saving Devlin for last.  

Devlin, though, heʼd not been able to speak to, not even now.

Five after nine, and already two girls were hanging around outside his cube, frozen in 

giggles as Devlin said something charming.  

Heʼd have loved to have been one of Devlinʼs hangers-on, but he was painfully shy 

around anyone, a thousand times worse around gorgeous, sexy, funny men who probably 

werenʼt even gay.



Four years heʼd worked for Marsden and Blanchard, in the same little office, never once 

taking a sick day, never taking vacation unless HR pushed.  Where would he go?  Who would 

he go with?  He didnʼt have any friends here.  His own fault, probably.

Devlin had been here all of five weeks and look at him.  Graphic design was a lot more 

flashy and sexy than accounting, but numbers were reliable and not subjective.  But it wasnʼt 

only the job.  Devlin was personable, electric and charming.  Scott didnʼt need to talk to Devlin 

to know that; heʼd heard plenty from the impromptu meetings Devlin held outside Scottʼs office.  

All he had to do was get up and leave his office, casually walk by, smile, maybe say hello.  He 

never did.  

Scott edged closer, as though Devlin would suddenly awaken and tell him to fuck off.  

Heʼd watched Devlin from afar since he first arrived, but this was the closest Scott had gotten -- 

deliberately.  Once, heʼd almost run him down coming out of the bathroom.  His face flamed hot, 

and his pants got tight, just imagining Devlin touching himself.  Heʼd locked himself in one of the 

stalls and stayed there for thirty minutes, trying to calm himself.  Not one person missed him.   

He edged around Melissa, a pretty woman with enormous breasts, who always wore 

low-cut shirts to draw attention to them.  It wasnʼt hard to see she had them on full display for 

Devlin, but it gave Scott some satisfaction that Devlinʼs gaze remained at eye-level.  Not that 

that was an indication he was gay.  He could just be very respectful.  

Slipping into Devlinʼs space, he stood between Devlin and the three girls.  It was sud-

denly easy to pretend Devlinʼs beautiful green eyes were gazing into his own, not Melissaʼs or 

Erinʼs or Aishaʼs.  

“Hello, Devlin.  Iʼm Scott Taylor.”  He smiled up into that beautiful face.  It was a lot easier 

to talk to him, easier to imagine that frozen smile was for him, than heʼd thought.  

Drawing in a deep breath, trying to suppress the flutters in his stomach, he reached up 

and brushed a lock of black hair away from Devlinʼs eye.  Like everything, as soon as he fin-



ished touching it, it froze.  Better.  Heʼd rather have an unobscured view of those heavenly eyes.  

His fingers hovered over the skin of Devlinʼs cheek, wondering if the skin of those high cheek-

bones was soft, if heʼd be able to feel a hint of stubble if he drew his fingers downward.  But he 

didnʼt -- couldnʼt -- chance it and snatched his fingers back.  

“Devlin, I wish Iʼd introduced myself to you earlier.” Scott wasnʼt sure what he meant, ex-

actly, by earlier.  Heʼd never have the nerve to approach Devlin in real life.  Devlin was a shining 

star, and Scott was a brainy, nerdy cog in the wheel.  He cleared his throat.  “I like your name.  

Devlin Moreau.  Sounds so exotic.  Nothing like Scott Taylor.  ʻBout as boring as you can get, 

really.”

Despite being frozen and unaware, the weight of Devlinʼs intent regard was too much 

and he sidled around him into the cubicle.  Devlin had a number of pictures and personaliza-

tions already.  Pathetically, all Scott had a single picture of his mother.  

“Who are these people, Devlin?  You look so happy in these photos.”

Ignoring the ones pinned to the cubicle walls – he didnʼt want to imagine any of those 

girls as Devlinʼs girlfriend – he focused on the two framed photos on the desk.  One of them de-

picted an older couple he assumed were Devlinʼs parents.  The other he picked up to look at 

more closely, with Devlin, laughing, each arm curled around two Boston Terriers, who also ap-

peared to be smiling in their bug-eyed, jowly way.  

“Are these your dogs, Devlin?  Theyʼre adorable.  I love dogs, but my apartment doesnʼt 

allow them.”  Scott touched the cool glass with a fingertip.  Heʼd had a dog once, when he was a 

kid, but after his mom died, his dad didnʼt want the bother… of anything, really, beside booze, 

and the dog was the first to go.  

Tempting though it was to open the back of the frame and see if he could find out the 

names of the dogs, but that seemed more intrusive than what he was doing right now.  



Scott turned back to Devlin, observing his profile.  The smile in the picture wasnʼt quite 

the same as the one he presented to his harem of groupies.  Those dogs made Devlin purely 

happy, but the smile he gave Melissa and Erin… was that sexual interest?  He hoped not, but 

Melissa and Erin were undoubtedly the princesses of the office.  If Devlin were going to date 

anyone, it would be one of them.  Assuming one of the girls in the other pictures werenʼt his girl-

friend.  A quick glance assured him there was no one particular picture that held any promi-

nence, not like the puppy picture he held in his hand.

Basking in Devlinʼs presence made him happier than heʼd ever been, but he had chores 

to do.  Heʼd make the rounds, greet people, then do some cleaning  Not that anyone would no-

tice, but heʼd found having a routine kept him sane… assuming he wasnʼt already institutional-

ized and this life that was frozen in time was no more than some elaborate hallucination.  

After he finished making his chores, heʼd sit down with a book and read.  So far, heʼd 

gotten through books people had at their desks up on the sixth floor.  Today, heʼd be starting on 

the fifth floor.  There were a lot of readers on the fifth floor.  Probably take more than two weeks 

to get through those.  

“Iʼll be back tomorrow, Devlin.” Sucking up his courage, Scott drew a fingertip lightly 

along Devlinʼs cheek.  It was as soft as he imagined, not a hint of raspy stubble.  He smiled, 

imagining again Devlinʼs smile was for him, and he left.

****

Staying away from Devlin for the rest of the day was more difficult than he expected.  

Scott had spent weeks avoiding Devlin, afraid heʼd be able to see the desire and longing in his 

eyes, and yet, he couldnʼt quite understand the constant need to be near Devlin.  It took another 

four hours after he woke up to convince himself it was okay to go back to his desk.

Again, he stepped in between the girls and Devlin, pretending it was just him and Devlin.  

Something about Devlinʼs cube comforted him.  Now that heʼd broken the barrier, the cube 



wasnʼt nearly as scary as it had been.  Sitting in Devlinʼs chair, he opened the book heʼd bor-

rowed from Jason in accounting.  

Reading in Devlinʼs company was enjoyable, but a grumble in his stomach indicated 

dinner time approached.  Making careful note of the page number, he placed the book on Dev-

linʼs desk.  Out of habit he glanced at the clock.  

Five after nine.  Always five after nine.  The only way he could tell time actually passed 

was by listening to his body.  When he was hungry, he ate.  After three meals, when he got tired, 

he slept, and when he woke up, he tabulated the passing of a day.  But he had no way of know-

ing for sure.

His hand hovered by Devlinʼs desk drawer.  “You donʼt mind if I look in here, do you?”

Stupidly, he paused, as though Devlin might actually wake up and object.  But even two 

weeks into his exile from the passage of time, his sense of propriety battled with his curiosity.  

What if Devlin never woke up?  What if none of them did?  If Scott was destined to live out his 

existence all alone, then there was no harm in satisfying his curiosity.  

He pulled open the drawer, silent and careful, as though there were anyone around who 

could hear him.  Inside, amidst the paperclips, pushpins and pens, lay a battered black leather 

wallet.  He flicked a quick glance at Devlinʼs perfect, shapely ass.  Nope.  No wallet line in those 

pants.  Carrying a wallet in his back pocket wore out a number of his own pants, but he couldnʼt 

afford a nice leather messenger bag like the one Devlin had tucked carelessly under his desk.  

No one was paying attention to his ass anyway.  

Extricating the wallet, he held it in his hands for a moment, almost reverently, before he 

opened it.  A lot of cash and a couple of credit cards, but those were of no interest to him.

“Nice picture.”  Scott drew out the driverʼs license.  He meant it, too.  Not surprising that 

the gorgeous Devlin was photogenic under any circumstance.  



“I look like an albino ghost wearing a noose in mine.”  Between his light blond hair and 

pale skin… The white back drop had not been kind to him.   Worse, heʼd gone straight from 

work wearing a white button up shirt and a patterned brown tie that looked alarmingly like a 

length of hawser in the picture.  The DMV had been even more backed up than usual that day, 

and hadnʼt given a ratʼs ass when the picture came back with red eyes – making him look like a 

demon – instead of his pale blue eyes.  If he had a car and had ever been pulled over, the po-

lice would likely arrest him based on that picture alone.  

His gaze moved from the picture to the address.  “You live in King West?  Thatʼs real 

close by.  I wonder if you own or rent.  I rent a tiny bachelorʼs apartment, but itʼs a long way from 

here.  I take a bus after I get off the subway.”  It was super cheap, but it took him about an hour 

to get home.

Then, birth date.  Not that it would ever matter to Devlin, but he committed the day to 

memory.  If January ever came, Scott could pretend heʼd have the nerve to walk up to Devlinʼs 

cube and wish him happy birthday.  Devlin would be twenty-six, just two and half years younger 

than Scott.  He glanced up at the pictures and Devlinʼs adoring fans.  Sometimes, Scott felt 

decades older than twenty-eight.  

He thumbed through the rest of the wallet.  Movie discount cards, and a couple of punch 

cards from coffee shops and restaurants – very much the same as what resided in his own wal-

let.  A few receipts, but nothing that told him what he really wanted to know.

Another glance at the girls staring at Devlin with stars in their eyes and the photos 

pinned up all around of Devlin with happy, smiling girls should be the evidence he needed.  

Logically, Devlin was straight, but that didnʼt kill all hope.  Of course, he couldnʼt even dredge up 

the tiniest smidgeon of hope that if Devlin were gay, heʼd have any interest at all in Scott, but 

thatʼs why fantasies were invented.  



Tucked away under a flap that no one would realize was a flap unless they were as de-

termined as Scott, was a folded up piece of paper.  

An obituary, dated three years ago.  Not that there was much information in the obituary, 

but both Devlinʼs parents died the same day, and there were donations requested to a fire safety  

organization, so Scott presumed theyʼd died in a fire.  From the date, Devlin must have been 

just about to graduate university.  

“Oh, Devlin, Iʼm so sorry.  I lost my parents, too.  Well, not at the same time, but both of 

them to booze.  My mom drank herself to death when I was twelve, and my dad lost a drunken 

bar fight when I was eighteen.”  Scott hadnʼt said that aloud to anyone in years.  If it werenʼt for 

scholarships and loans, heʼd never have made it through university.

Gave new meaning to the other framed picture on the desk.  He stood and patted Devlin 

awkwardly on the shoulder.  “I really am sorry.  I know it sucks.”  His parents certainly hadnʼt 

been the greatest, but he still missed them.  

“Well, itʼs time for dinner.  Ladies, take care of him while Iʼm gone.”  He nodded… and 

chuckled.  Already he was relaxing.  And all it took was two weeks were nobody could possibly 

say anything to him.  Heʼd gotten used to shutting up and staying out of the way when he was a 

kid, and it was a habit that never went away.  

****

Heʼd spent more and more time with Devlin, reading and chatting.  Last night, heʼd even 

considered sleeping under Devlinʼs desk.  The concern that heʼd wake up to time no longer at a 

standstill prevented him.  Getting caught sleeping under his own desk was one thing.  Getting 

caught sleeping under someone elseʼs desk was something altogether different.  

Pausing in his rounds, Scott stared out a window.  Sometimes, he wished he could just 

go home.  Back to his familiar apartment.  But what would be the point?  Eventually heʼd have to 

make the trek for some more clothes, but he had no friends, family or pets to check up on.



Outside, snow flakes stalled partway to the ground.  The overcast gray skies pulsed with 

sullen, bloated clouds, ready to unload a heap of snow.

It was still cold outside, as he had occasion to know.  He didnʼt know how or why it 

wasnʼt below freezing in the office with no furnace or fan to pump hot air through the building, 

but when time stopped, so had the transfer of heat.  Perhaps there was a scientific explanation, 

but numbers were his thing, not science.

Scott pressed his face against the window.  When time started again, would it start all at 

once, or would he see it flowing over the horizon like a wave?  

Going home would mean walking home.  All the way.  His commute was an hour; he 

didnʼt want to know how long it would take on foot.  And if he hurt himself, or got frostbite or hy-

pothermia, heʼd be in real trouble.

No, aside from the occasional foray to nearby stores and restaurants, Scott wasnʼt going 

anywhere until he had to.

As usual, every morning, he rubbed his fingers along his green cashmere scarf from 

where it hung on a hook behind his door.  This time, he took a closer look.  Was it the same 

color as Devlinʼs eyes?  Might be.  He pulled the scarf down from the hook and draped it over 

his shoulder.  

After grabbing breakfast from the vending machine, he made his rounds, saying hello to 

everyone.  The machine on the third floor still had peanut butter granola bars.  Maybe heʼd have 

one of those the next morning for a change.  

“Morning, ladies.  You look lovely today.”  He twitched Melissaʼs collar, fixing a wrinkle he 

hadnʼt noticed before, then turned his attention to Devlin.  

“Morning, Devlin.  You look amazing, as usual.  I thought perhaps you might like a little 

warm-up today.”



Scott hung his scarf around Devlinʼs neck, letting the silky ends hang down over Devlinʼs 

firm, sculpted chest.  

“I was right, it does match your eyes.”

He stood back and admired how the scarf brought out his eyes, how it complemented 

with deep green of the button down shirt Devlin wore.  He smiled, patted Devlinʼs chest gently, 

then tucked himself in to Devlinʼs desk chair.

“Itʼs five after nine, so I thought Iʼd read for a bit.”  

The words flew by, and the book was done almost before he realized.  It had a sequel, 

Scott was sure, he just had to figure out who had it for him to borrow.  

“Well, Devlin, ladies, itʼs five after nine.  Almost dinner time, so Iʼll leave you to amuse 

yourselves.”

He reached a hand out to take his scarf back, but his hands paused on the ends of the 

scarf, staring at the most attractive man heʼd ever seen.  What the hell.  Using the scarf to pro-

vide a little leverage, he pulled himself closer to Devlin and planted his lips over Devlinʼs smiling 

mouth, as warm and pliant as he could hope for.

He broke away before he succumbed to the temptation to try and slide his tongue inside 

Devlinʼs mouth.  That seemed a little presumptuous, since Devlin wasnʼt precisely an active, 

consensual participant.  

Smiling into Devlinʼs eyes, he gently pulled his scarf away.  “I… I…” Even in the over-

whelmingly non-judgmental silence, he couldnʼt bring himself to admit how much heʼd come to 

care for Devlin, especially since the Devlin he thought he knew was nothing more than a mi-

rage.

Once time marched on again, this would be nothing more than a phantasm in his brain, 

a brief interlude he could fantasize about in the privacy of his own apartment.



He stepped out of Devlinʼs cube and the building lurched under his feet, throwing him to 

the floor.  

“Hey, are you okay?” Devlin skirted the girls to extend a hand to help him up.

Scott couldnʼt unstick his tongue enough to say anything, although he accepted the hand 

up, the heat of embarrassment rising in his face.  

“You didnʼt hit your head or anything, did you?”  Devlin frowned and Scott shook his 

head, although he couldnʼt really say for sure that wasnʼt the explanation for the memories of 

the last few weeks.  

“Yes, Scott, you want us to call someone?” Erin peered around Devlinʼs shoulder, a con-

cerned look on her face while Melissa nodded.

“Um.  No.  Thanks.”  Scott blinked.  Was this a new hallucination?  He turned and sped 

away, the sudden clamor of voices, phones and machinery a wild cacophony after weeks and 

weeks of nothing but his own voice.  

As he attempted to flee to the safety of his office, people kept stopping him, saying hello, 

smiling, asking him how he was, calling him by name.  Many of those people had never spoken 

to him before, and that included Erin.  How did they suddenly know his name?

In the safety of his office, Scott shut his door and locked it, panting.  Still clutching the 

cashmere scarf in his hand, Scott made himself unclench his fist and hang it up on the hook.  

The door did little to muffle the sounds of people on the other side.  

A quick look at his clock confirmed it.  Nine after nine.  Four minutes had passed, and 

while he watched, the time tipped over to ten after nine.  

Seated at his desk, hands holding up his head, he stared at his computer.  What had he 

been working on?  According to his whiteboard, it had been sixteen days since heʼd done any 

work or had any human interaction.  



His heart rate tripled and he broke out in a sweat.  Last nightʼs water was still on his 

desk, he grabbed it up and took a few swallows.  As soon as passing out was no longer on the 

table, he edged back to his door, opened it and crept outside.  

“Hey Scott, how are you?”  Ken from Marketing strode past, several colored file folders 

clutched in his arms.

“Uh, good, thanks.”  Huh.  Easier than he thought, but one again, he didnʼt realize Ken 

knew his name.  The man hadnʼt spoken to him… ever, as far as Scott recalled.

“Scott, honey, are you feeling okay?  You look a little pale.”  Sally poked her head around 

the corner.  

He summoned up a smile.  “Yes, thanks, Sally, Iʼm fine.”

Scott retreated into his office, determined to get back on track at work.

Five oʼclock rolled around.  Scott had never been so happy to see the end of the work 

day, and not for the usual reasons.

Over the course of the day, a few people had stuck their head in his office to chat.  Al-

though he rarely experienced drop-ins who just wanted to chat, Scott couldnʼt summon up any 

disgruntlement about the interruptions. 

Several of his visitors had warned him about the snowstorm that he was determined to 

leave on time.  He struggled into his coat, and with a small, regretful sigh, he wrapped his scarf 

around his neck, imagining he could still smell Devlinʼs clean, soapy scent clinging to the soft 

knit.  

Most times, his apartment and work were much the same.  Barren.  Lonely.  But after his 

strangely social day, the idea of returning to the solitude of his apartment depressed him.  

Shoulders down, he exited the elevator, prepared to brave the storm that had been brewing all 

day.



Out on the sidewalk, snow swirled in white wisps.  The wind bit at his fingers and ears, 

cold enough to make his eyes water.  The bloated gray clouds had darkened with nightfall.  Heʼd 

be lucky if he made it home in two hours, never mind the one it normally took.

“Scott, wait up!”

Scott halted and cocked his head.  Was someone calling him?

“Scott!”  The voice was closer and Scott turned around.  Devlin raced down the sidewalk 

toward him, heedless of the treacherous slush.  The slightly taller man skidded to a stop, inches 

away from him.  

“Hi.”  A hint of pink colored Devlinʼs cheeks above the faint stubble the day had brought.  

Scott didnʼt know if the cold or sudden exertion was the cause, but the flush made him look 

even more kissable… and other things he had no right to imagine.

“Hi,” Scott replied, unsure why Devlin had chased him down.  

“Look, um, I know this may seem sudden, but… could I take you out to dinner tonight?”   

“Er…”  Scott glanced up at the sky.  Was Devlin teasing him?  Taunting him?

“I know we havenʼt talked much, but Iʼve had a crush on you since the day I got hired.  I 

kept hanging around outside your office, hoping youʼd come out and I could say hi.  I mean, our 

jobs never really intersect.  But somehow, today, I just… I thought… I had to ask you.  I couldnʼt 

wait any longer.  Iʼd like to get to know you better.”

Blood thundered in Scottʼs ears.  He couldnʼt see a hint of deception or guile in Devlinʼs 

clear green eyes.  

He cleared his throat.  “Iʼd like that but with this weather, my trip home will be a killer.  If I 

wait any longer…”

Devlin gave him a shy little smile.  “You could crash at my place.  I have a spare room, if, 

uh…”  Deep red bloomed on Devlinʼs cheeks -- no amount of cold could possibly be responsi-

ble.  Scott was routinely terrible at deciphering body language or innuendo, but somehow, he 



knew.  Devlin wasnʼt lying about wanting to get to know him, but he also wanted to sleep with 

him.  If they didnʼt end up in bed after dinner, Scott was welcome to make use of the spare room 

without coercion or pressure.  Scott thought he might enjoy it if Devlin attempted a little coaxing.

“Iʼm close to the office.  Be real easy to get back in the morning,” Devlin cajoled, eyes 

sparkling as though he knew he was breaking down Scottʼs defenses.

Being alone sucked, as his lengthy solitude at five after nine had taught him.  He was 

taking the chance at something better, taking the opportunity Devlin offered.

“Okay.”

“Okay?”  Devlin smiled widely and stepped a tiny bit closer.

“Yes.”  Scott found his breath coming a bit short, his pulse speeding up.  “Where did you 

want to go?”

Dev glanced away, as though unsure what to say.  “Can we go somewhere near my 

place?  I have to take my dogs for a walk before dinner.  You… you like dogs, right?”

“I love dogs,” Scott replied.

“Good.”  Devlin wrapped the ends of Scottʼs scarf around his hands, giving Scott a crazy 

sense of déjà vu.  For a moment he thought he imagined Devlinʼs face closing in, but the soft 

press of lips against his was real.  Intense.  Heady.  Scott bit back a whimper.  Kisses were bet-

ter when they both participated.  

Pulling back, trying to catch his breath, Scott could only stare up into those clear green 

eyes.

“I like your scarf.”  Devlin smiled and used the green fabric to pull Scott back into another 

kiss, this time a warm, wet tongue sought entrance.

Too soon, Devlin broke their kiss and nuzzled his cold nose under Scottʼs ear.  Scott 

smiled up into the falling snow, thanking the universe for his days at five after nine.  
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